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Overview

The Somali Shilin “SOS” (Shilin Soomaali) is one of the best 
examples of a fiduciary currency: it has a very low value, and 

with no Central Bank to back it, its use depends entirely on 

the fact that people in the country, who may have no other 

option, accept it. If people stop using it, or lose confidence in 

its value, the Shilin is worthless. Those that can avoid the use 

of the Shilin do so, and almost all key economic transactions 

are done in United States Dollars (USD), except for low value 

transactions. As a consequence, the vast majority of those 

that use the Shilin are on very low incomes and/or trade in 

low value goods and services with neither the means nor the 

income to use the Dollar. We have called here that segment 

of the population the Small and Subsistence Earners and 

Traders (SaSET). If there were a loss of market confidence in 

the Shilin, making it worthless overnight, the economic 

consequences would be disastrous for the country as a whole 

and hit particularly hard those most vulnerable who are 

already on a hand-to-mouth existence.  

The counterfeit of the Shilin is a major problem for the 

government 

The Kun Shilin (SOS 1000 denomination) is also widely 

counterfeited and several varieties (red, deep red and grey-red 

versions) are in circulation. The minimum value in circulation 

is the Kun Shilin – the highest denomination in print since 

before the civil war in the 1990’s. Coins or other low value 
denominations are not in use and long ceased to be a 

medium of exchange. Counterfeiters’ preference for the 
highest denomination note – the Kun Shilin Soomaali –
meant lower note /coin denominations were neither widely 

counterfeited nor used at all. Because the Shilin has no 

significant value and heavily counterfeited, the USD currency 

is widely used in Somalia instead and most, if not all, 

transactions are in the USD. For the past few years, all key 

basic necessities “Qutul Daruuriga” are valued in the USD 
and most suppliers prefer, if not insist upon, all goods and 

services to be transacted in the Dollar.  
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The economic problems caused by the dual-currency 

economy are significant

First, fluctuations in Shilin- USD exchange rates amplify price 

inflation in the country, and with no Central Bank monetary 

policy levers to pull to influence the money supply and/or 

exchange rates, the resulting damaging spiral in inflation 

harms the country’s economic development, significantly 
impacting the prices of key Qutul Daruuri (necessities) items.  

Second, the wide-spread use of USD currency as a medium of 

exchange creates a significant fiscal drain on the country’s 
coffers. Somalia’s taxation system is at best embryonic and a 
large proportion of the government’s income is either in 
foreign currency donor grant or income from the Seaport / 

Airport levies. These currency inflows are then used to pay for 

the government’s expenditure, increasing the outflows from 
the currency reserves and further weakening the value and 

market use of the Shilling to almost zero. This not only 

creates a sustained drain on the overall government 

currency reserves but also injects more inflationary pressures 

into the economy, which then feeds the galloping inflation in 

the prices of basic necessities. 

Third, Somalia’s dual-currency economy also stunts the 

country’s economic growth and continues to damage the 

livelihoods of millions of SaSETs in the long-term. The daily 

Shilin-USD mismatches (i.e. receiving or raising revenues in 

the Somali Shilin and having to pay for things in USD) means 

it becomes impossible for millions of Somalis on meagre 

incomes to afford daily Qutul Daruuri items or access services 

when there is a fall in the value of the Shilin because of 

counterfeit inflows and/or a strengthening of the Dollar due 

to exogenous events. Our survey has highlighted this to be a 

recurring problem, impacting nearly all of the Qutul Daruuri 

items on which the livelihoods of the SaSET and many 

millions of the poorest Somalis depend. Consequently, even 

the most basic of necessities (eg. Yaanyo iyo Moos) are now 

valued in the Dollar.
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The societal issues created by the large-scale counterfeiting of 

the currency disproportionately impacts the very poor in 

society 

For its  use as a store of value, the Very Poor  and the SaSET–
in particular small market traders, fruit and vegetable 

farmers and their supply chains, rely heavily on the Shilin as a 

store of value, especially in rural and out-of-town areas. 

Counterfeit inflows devalue the value of the Shilin and 

exacerbates their loss of income. In Mogadishu, most SaSETs 

are often forced to price their goods in the USD, whilst in 

rural regions, the Shilin is still widely used. Our survey found 

instances in some regions where ordinary Somalis who have 

no access to the Dollar were unable to use their Shilin to pay 

for certain food / rent, top up telephone or buy spare parts for 

machinery for fear that their money might be counterfeit.

Against this backdrop…

The new Somali Government’s commitment  to introduce a 
new currency is welcome.  However, as has been the case 

with many programmes in Somalia – a country in which 

there is hardly a functioning regulatory and monetary system 

- pulling off  such a reform programme with its added scale 

and complexity is no mean feat. If not thought through 

carefully and managed effectively, the chances of the 

currency reform programme achieving its intended 

outcomes are very slim indeed. This paper highlighted this 

risk in 2018, and it is a message that is indeed repeated here in 

2022.   

This Analysis Paper sets out the key risks that Somali 

policymakers need to be aware of, and was updated to take 

into account the evolution and impact of Electronic Mobile 

Money (EMM).  It also summarises a number of Somalia-

specific challenges which would have a major bearing on the 

currency reform programme, and cautions policymakers 

against a rushed and disorderly introduction of the new 

currency. It is imperative the key reform pillars necessary for 

the currency’s success are thought through carefully at the 
outset of planning.  
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The other overarching point made here is the need for there 

to be greater awareness of the interdependencies (both 

expected or unanticipated) between the successful delivery 

of this programme and the other important elements (eg. 

logistics, security, expertise) which, in the context of Somalia, 

may largely be outside the policymakers’ control. 

This analysis paper was originally published in January 2018. 

The new government at the time was planning to reform 

the Somali Shilin as part of its core economic delivery  

priorities. Despite significant efforts to make it happen, the 

reform programme did not materialise, largely due to 

failure to understand and think through risks and 

complexities.  Five years later, a new government is once 

again trying to take on the challenge to deliver on currency 

reform. In the intervening years, the use of mobile money 

became dominant and the adverse economic impact of 

the counterfeit Shilin continued to plight the lives of the 

millions of Somalis.  

Delivering currency reform is doable, but difficult. The 

extent to which the challenges and risks outlined in this 

paper  are understood and factored into policymakers’ 
decision-making will largely determine the programme’s 
chances of success. 

Key Facts 

Of Small and Subsistence Earners and Traders (SaSET), 

Middle  Income Households and the Very Poor rely on the 

use of Shilin  and are impacted by its devaluation. 

99%

Shilin Soomaali – A Brief History

• 22 May 1950:   Somalo established at par with East African Shilling

• 1 July 1960:     Name Changed to Scellino (Italian)

• 1975:                Name changed to Shilin Soomaali.

The notes carry the name of the Central Bank of Somalia.
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Shilin Use – Household Survey
• The high-income households (eg. those in highly paid civil service 

or on international contracts, people in commerce and industry) 

exclusively use the Dollar. They are highly concentrated in the big 

cities. This sector accounts for a small proportion of the total 

households - around less than 1%. This group is least impacted by 

the Shilin reform.

• Middle income and Subsistence Earners benefit from the spill-over 

effects of High Income Households (eg. they work for or trade with 

them). These sectors also include Small and Subsistence Earners 

and Traders (SaSET) and Remittances-reliant families. They are 

spread across big cities and in out-of-town areas. This group is 

significantly impacted by the Shilin reform.

• The very Poor form the largest proportion of households. Dollar use 

is minimal (almost zero). They are concentrated in both cities, rural 

and out-of-town areas. This group is heavily impacted by the Shilin 

reform.

Those in the top bracket (High Income Households/Earners) are 

therefore the ones that are likely to have USD bank accounts in 

Somalia or overseas. They are least impacted by the currency 

conversion. They are likely to prefer the continued use of the Dollar.  

The substantial element of the conversion programme would 

therefore be focused on the of the rest (99%) – Middle Income, 

Subsistence Earners and the Very Poor.

Remittances-reliant households are particularly sensitive to the 

currency exchange and would require innovative policy solutions to 

bring them into the currency exchange perimeter, given the use of the 

Mobile Money system. 

. 
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Over a six-month period, we surveyed a basket of goods and services - 105 items in total - to assess the prices 

and transaction currency. The survey was conducted in Mogadishu, Baladweyne and Kismaayo. The prices had 

been averaged to cancel out immaterial fluctuations. Almost all of the goods and services were priced in USD in 

Mogadishu, but the picture was different in other regions. 

Key Findings: 

• Mogadishu is predominantly a USD city. However, the Shilin continues to be widely used in other regions, 

albeit USD is still very much the preferred currency. Policymakers need to be wary of the fact that a 

Mogadishu-centric policy approach is likely to give a misleading picture of the scale of the conversion 

requirements, and additional currency-use analyses in all key regions may be required. This is quite important 

when deciding on the conversion logistics of the new Shilin.

• Understanding the currency-use in the regions is also quite important for another reason: the practicalities 

of the conversion process. Somalia does not have a widely-used banking system and few people have bank 

accounts. These accounts are denominated in USD and the account holders are unlikely to switch to the use 

of the new Shilin. This means when a conversion process needs to take place, the new Shilin would have be to 

physically distributed at exchange locations with people queuing up to do the exchange (in place of doing a 

bank account conversion which would have been much easier and safer). 

• As people are dispersed across the country, it would hardly be practical to require everyone that needs to 

do a conversion to travel across the country and come to Mogadishu. It would then become imperative to 

open other exchange locations in the other key regions where the use of the Shilin is significant. This is why 

currency-user analysis in an important indicator of where to focus.

• The threshold for the use of the Dollar seems to be set at or around the fifty-cent ($0.50). Given USD coins 

are not used, goods are rounded up to the nearest dollar, creating an artificial inflation in prices. This is one of 

the reasons most people cannot afford basic necessities in major towns and cities. 

• Imported goods (eg. baby milk, toiletries, mobile phones, etc.), luxury items and all high-value transactions 

are always priced in USD. For basic Qutul Daruuri items, individual items may be priced in the Shilin because 

of their lower divisibility (eg. one mango). But as one tries to buy a kilo of mangoes – the transaction price 

may be in USD (because the transaction value exceeds the $1 threshold).

Policy Implications:

• As an economic hub, Mogadishu may be key but so are other regions of the country. The vast majority of 

the currency conversion may need to take place outside of Mogadishu, and this has added security and 

logistical implications which would need to be assessed carefully from the outset. 

• The option to leverage on the facilities of the large number of Money Service Providers (MSPs) in the 

country is worth exploring, given their role as Mobile Money Operators (MMO). This may include bringing 

these MSPs into the Shilin conversion regulatory perimeter so that they can be used as quasi-banking 

institutions where people open exchange accounts direct into their mobile wallets. This is safer and can be 

done at scale. 

• A large number of lower denomination notes may be needed to reset prices from the USD fifty-cent 

threshold to a lower Shilin as well as accelerate more economic activities by allowing more currency 

exchanges for goods and services.  This is also likely to address the inflationary pressures causes by the Dollar  

rounding effect and help the reduce the spiralling cost of living in the country.

The household Survey – Summary of Findings
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L e s s o n s  f r o m  t h e  p a s t

There had been a number of varieties of Somali currencies in print at different times 
during the past 30 years or so. These currencies were not backed by a Central Bank of 
Somalia (CBS) or endorsed by a functioning government at the time. This meant there 
was a perfection in the means to produce currency notes – an indication of the ease with 
which currencies could be counterfeited by whom ever had the means to do so. 

This caused crippling long-term inflation in the country with most ordinary Somalis 
unable to afford to buy basic necessities or be sure of whether the Shilin they had was 
genuine or counterfeit.  For a number of years, Mogadishu had three currencies in 
circulation – the N50, N20 in the North of Mogadishu, the “old” Kun Shilin and a “New” 
Kun Shilin in the South of Mogadishu. Some of the currencies that were in circulation at 
different times during the past few years are shown above. 

Af- Soomaali :

Lacagaha wadanka laga isticmaalo xaalado badan bay soo mareen. Waxaa ka mid ah 
lacagta la dhihi jiray Na’da oo ka socon jirtay Wuqooyiga Muqdisho oo markii dambe 
qiimo la’aan ku timid. Tani waxee ku tusin kartaa in wadanka badankiis lacagaha yaala ay 
yihiin kuwo la soo daabacday. Lacagta Kun-ka Shilin oo midba nooc ah baa ku jirta 
suuqyada, dadka badankiisana ma fahmi karaan in kunka shilin ay heestaan in uu yahay 
kii saxda ahaa ama mid la soo daabacay waayihii dambe. 

Sidaa daraadeed (inta aan la keenin lacagta cusub), waa in laga fikiraa arimahaan soo 
socda:
• Sidee loo kala saarayaa dadka lacagta bugta ah heesta oo ayaga aan ogeyn ay 

lacagtaas soo gashay, iyo kuwa soo sameestay lacagta? 
• Sidee baa loo tirokoobayaa lacagaha wadanka lasoo geliyey oo aan sharciga ahayn? 
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Currency Conversion Process

Given the importance of a successful Shilin reform for Somalia’s economy, this analysis 
summaries the key steps of the conversion process. A clear finding from our review of 
other conversion programmes (such as Iraq and Afghanistan and taking into account 
the idiosyncratic challenges in Somalia), is that the planning for the programme would 
need to be sufficiently realistic, considering the scale and complexity of the challenges of 
executing programmes in Somalia.  
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Key Conversion Steps 

Somalia is a graveyard for failed programmes. This is largely because of policymakers’ 
incomplete understanding of the challenges and risks on the ground, combined with a 
failure to ensure the right skills, expertise and resources are in place from the outset.

Somalia’s Shilin reform is probably the most complex and expensive undertaking any 
government of Somalia has ever attempted in a post-conflict and fragile country. The 
scale and complexity of the Shilin reform programme means it will cut across many 
government departments and agencies (eg. the Central Bank of Somalia, Ministry of 
Finance; Ministry of Justice; National Security Agency; Ministry of Defence; etc), creating 
issues of capability and cohesion. This is about more than simply printing notes and 
circulating them widely – it is an extremely difficult undertaking and policymakers would 
need to appreciate that the level of preparations required needs to match the scale of 
their stated ambition to deliver on this important programme. 

Critical initial steps to 

get the conversion 

right 
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C u r r e n c y  C o n v e r s i o n  R i s k s
With a programme of this scale and complexity, things will most certainly go wrong. A 
prudent approach to the planning of the Shilin conversion programme is therefore to 
think about key “what if” scenario from the outset. Stress testing the programme (which 
is essentially thinking about what if the worst-case scenario happens and things do not 
go according to plan) would be extremely helpful in the context of Somalia.  This allows 
policymakers to have a Plan B, and a menu of realistic alternative options that may be 
implemented to get the programme back on track. Some of the scenarios to consider 
are summarised in the Boxes below (not exhaustive).
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R i s k s  :  T h e  K e y  F i v e  
Successful 

Implementation 

2. Recirculation Risk: Recirculation happens when Shilin notes that have already been 
exchanged for the new Shilin are re-used again and again. This generally happens 
when the process to obtain, invalidate and destroy the old Somali notes is weak and 
does not operate effectively. In the context of Somalia, this is a major risk and could 
create substantial reserve losses for the government. 

3 - Security and Logistics: Current concerns about the level of security in Mogadishu 
and the rest of the country could prove to be a major blocker to the implementation 
of the Shilin conversion programme. The logistical issues of securing, storing and 
distributing tons of new Somali Shilin notes/coins across the country will put a heavy 
constrain on the resources and capabilities of the government.  There is the material 
security risk of terrorist targeting the programme by disrupting the conversion 
process (eg. ordinary people queuing up to convert their money being the target of 
terrorist attacks). Decisions on the security arrangements would need to have a wide-
range of scenarios designed into the planning for the security and logistics 
preparations. Terrorist may prohibit the use of Shilin in some towns and regions. 

4- Programme Oversight:  The currency conversion programme is the most important 
undertaking that the Somali Government has ever attempted. Many programmes in 
Somalia are poorly thought through and often fail to achieve their intended 
objectives. Insufficient oversight structures for the conversion programme is a major 
risk, so is the potential absence of transparency and accountability. Programme 
oversight structure is something that would need to be agreed at the highest level 
within the Somali Government, including the appointment of a credible experts that 
can provide assurance over the programme implementation.

5- Sound Monetary and Fiscal Policy Frameworks:  Technology has enabled many 
people in Somalia to use their mobile phones to transfer money and buy 
good/services with it, often in USD. This innovation presents unique challenges for the 
conversion programme and close cooperation with the Money Service Providers 
(MSPs) will be needed to open up this service to the new Somali Shilin. The 
introduction of Shilin Payment and Clearing Systems and completion of 
organisational readiness work at the Central Bank of Somalia and Ministry of Finance 
will present considerable challenges for the programme and would need to be 
prioritised as a matter of urgency. 
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Dollarization of the 

Mobile Money System

For the Shilin to be accepted as a means of exchange (or store 

of value), it must be capable of conversion to a reference 

currency – the USD.  Given, Somalia is now a dollarized 

economy, the new Somali Shilin would have to be backed by 

USD reserves which can be used to stabilise the currency (i.e 

should there be significantly adverse exchange rate 

fluctuations). This will help create a self-sustaining market 

confidence.  Central Bank market operation is therefore key 

to stabilizing the currency  up to a reasonable level. 

However, use of Electronic Mobile Money  creates a different 

challenge for the Shilin conversion programme. EMM is not 

real money per se and does not perform the generally 

accepted functions of money. EMM’s store of value depends 
entirely on whether the people who use it trust the company 

operating the EMM system, rather than the government 

issuing the currency.  There is also the issue with monetary 

policy. If an EMM operator outside of a regulatory perimeter 

were to issue electronic money which is not backed by the 

new currency, it would impair the central bank’s ability to 
operate the country’s monetary policy levers. This therefore 
makes it much more important for the Central Bank to 

control the flow of the new currency through settlement 

accounts, complemented with regulatory reporting 

disclosures and stringent oversight. 

. 

$32.4bn
Transaction Value Transaction Volume Local Transactions

155 Mn 80%
World Bank 2018 estimate of the annual 

value of mobile money transactions 

World Bank 2018 estimate of the volume 

of mobile money transactions in a month

Of local market transactions are in low-value 

goods according to World Bank estimate, making 

the need for low-denomination Shilin very critical 

for economic development and market access
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M o b i l e  M o n e y  O p e r a t o r s :  R i s k s  

The universal use of EMM which is anchored on the USD creates  a significant additional  
problem for the Somali Government. Specifically:

1. Would Mobile Money Operators (MMO) agree to the use of Shilin within their 
network? This is not straight forward to address because of the significant 
counterfeit risks inherent in the currency introduction programme. 

2. Most MMO rely on the assurance channel provided by inward remittances 
(counterfeit risks are very low) or difficulties of counterfeiting the dollar which act as 
a mitigating control.  With the introduction of a new Shilin, opening up the MMO 
network to the Shilin would mean assuming the risk of counterfeit money slipping 
into the system, which once converted into e-money, will become untraceable to 
source. Who would then be responsible for this - would it be the Somali 
government which would take this risks or would the MMO be expected to 
implement countermeasures to mitigate these risks? If the latter, who would bear 
the significant compliance costs involved? 

3. Equally important is why would the government accept the whole counterfeit risks,  
given the potential scope for inappropriate use of the government’s assurance 
blanket? 

These are not insignificant risks. These potential issues  would need to be thought 
through carefully with the private sector. It would be impractical to try to implement a 
new currency without the support of the private sector’s electronic mobile money 
network.  

There also needs to be clear regulatory and legislative frameworks in place to ensure 
responsibilities for risk-mitigation are defined between the government and the private 
sector. 13



I m p l i c a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  C e n t r a l  B a n k  o f  S o m a l i a

There are also additional risks that would have an impact on the Central Bank of 
Somalia’s (“CBS”) ability to perform market operations to support the new Shilin, 
including: 

• Counterfeits of the old/new currency and/or thefts of the new currency could flood 
the market and devalue the new Shilin.  This could deplete CBS’s reserves to support 
the new Shilin, leading to a disorderly failure of the new currency. 

• Speculators might try to profiteer from the conversion by driving up/down the 
exchange rates.

• Lack of well-coordinated framework for market operations could send negative 
signalling to the market and lead to unsustainable fluctuations in the rates. 

• The swap rate could be set at an inappropriate level which may create confusion and 
flight to the safety of the Dollar. This will push up the value of the Dollar relative to the 
Shilin and devalue the new currency. Market operations then becomes extremely 
difficult to implement or sustain. 

• The risk of people stopping the use of the Shilin altogether which causes the Shilin to 
devalue against the Dollar, jeopardising the whole conversion programme. 
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Backing for the new Shilin

Most countries back their currencies with foreign currency 

reserves to avoid a significant devaluation against the relevant 

major currencies. The approaches that some countries use 

may also includes issuing government debt in relevant 

foreign currencies, the proceeds of which could then be used 

as reserves. Both options are unlikely to be feasible in Somalia 

where the government income is insignificant and debt 

markets are non-existent. Moreover, Somalia does not have 

significant foreign currency reserves and the entire 

Government Budget is used for recurring costs and 

expenditure. All of the government’s income is also spent in 
USD.   

Given there is no reliable estimate of the Shilin in circulation, 

the new currency for Somalia would need to support the 

whole economy and likely to be in SOS Billions whose 

equivalent value could well exceed the Government’s entire 
budget. When the programme budget is added (eg. logistics, 

security, printing costs and implementation), the currency 

conversion cost could run into many millions of Dollars. It is 

therefore likely that the funds needed to back the new Somali 

Shilin will be quite substantial.. 

Af-Soomaali:

Marka lacag la soo daabacayo, waxaa laga maarmaan ah in ay 

dawlada heesato kayd ku filan oo Doolar ah si loo difaaco 

lacagta cusub marka hoos u dhac badan ku yimaado Shilinka. 

Haddii kale, qiimaha shilinka baa jabi doona waxayna sababi 

kartaa in Shilinka cusub laga diido meelaha ganacsiga oo 

dhan.  Dawlada Soomaaliya ma haysato qarash badan oo 

Doolar ah oo lagu difaaci karo lacagta cusub. Sidaa 

daraadeed, dawlada  waxaa ay ka fikiri kartaa ama qaban 

kartaa afartan arin oo hoos ku qoran si ay u hesho kayd Doolar 

ku filan:
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• In heshiis lala galo dawladaha deeqda bixiya si lacagaha loogu deeqay dawlada la 

soo geliyo kayd dowlada maamuli karto, si loogu isticmaalo difaaca qiimaha Shilinka 

markii loo bahdo. Tusaale ahaan, in mashruucyada wadanka oo dhan lagu dhaqan 

geliyo Shilinka cusub (dawladana laga soo sarifto lacagta si kaydka lacagta qalaad ee 

dawlada u kordho sarifka lacagahana loo hago markii loo baahdo).

• In canshuurta wadanka qaarkeed lagu bixiyo Shilinka cusub si Shilinka u xoogeesto. 

Canshuurta waxaan lagu aadin karaa alaabaha badankooda Doolarka lagu kala 

iibsado (si dadka loogu jaheeyo in ay isticmaalaan Shilinka, ama hadii ay isticmaalin 

Shilinka, u soo sariftaan si qiimaha Doolarka uu hoos u dhac yar ku yimaado marka 

loo eego lacagta shilinka)

• In shuruud laga dhigo (garoomada iyo alaabta la keeno dekedaha) in cadad lacag 

Doolar ah (ama lacagaha qalaad sida Euro-ga) lagu sarifto. Tani waxay kordhinaysaa 

kaydka lacagaha qalaad ee dawlada si uu Shilin-kana ugu baaxdo magaalooyinka 

iyo goobaha ganacsiga..

• In shuruud maaliyadeed la soo saaro si shirkadaha lacagaha ay cadad lacag Doolar 

ah ay sarifaan marka ay dhiibayaan lacagaha xawilaada ah. Arintan waxay u 

baahantahay in wada tashi fiican laga sameeyo inta aan la dhaqan gelin si dadka iyo 

shirakadaha lacagaha u wada fahmaan. 

Options for Backing the New Currency: Siyaabaha kor loogu qaadi karo Shilinka cusub iyo dhaqaalaha dawlada

Donor Grants and Programmes: A 
significant proportion of the Somali 

Government income is in the form of donor 
grants. There are also a number of donor-

funded programmes 

With appropriate oversight, some of the funds can be 
ringfenced and reserved as backing for the new 

shilin. Donor programmes can be funded in the new 
Shilin, thereby increasing the supply of the new Shilin 
in the economy. Somali government expenditure is 

also managed in the Shilin

Significant inflows of currency 
reserves; Increase of Shilin 

money supply in the economy

Impact 

Fiscal Policies are developed to ensure 
some Government Taxes are paid in the new 

Soomaali Shilin. This will increase the 
demand for the Shilin and reduce USD 

requirements 

This process requires careful planning. Not all taxes 
should be in scope but only targeted at those sectors 

in the economy with high volumes of USD trades

Increased demand for the Shilin, 
reducing reliance on the USD 

and managing down the Shilin-
USD exchange rates 

Impact 

Foreign Currency Conversion 
Requirements: Requirements at the 

airport/seaport for passengers to convert a 
small proportion of foreign currency cash 
(eg. convert $30 to Shilin on arrival at the 

airport). Policy needs to be carefully 
calibrated 

A carefully calibrated policy directed at major ports 
of entry will raise substantial reserves and increase 

the circulation of the Shilin

Significant inflows of currency 
reserves; Increase of Shilin 

money supply

Impact 

Remittance Inflow Requirements: 
Remittances inflows are paid in USD. With 

the new innovation in Mobile Money 
Transfer Services (MMTS), the vast majority 

of transactions are settled in USD via 
mobile-to-mobile transfers. The Ministry of 

Finance can introduce a requirement for 
some of the remittance cash to be 

converted into the new Shilin 

With the appropriate level of fiscal policy framework, 
combined with a careful approach of industry 
consultation, a conversion requirement my be 

implemented for a certain percentage of remittances 
to be converted to the Shilin on receipt

Significant inflows of currency 
reserves; Increase of Shilin 

money supply

Impact 

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4
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Conclusions

The Shilin conversion programme is doable as long as the 

complexities and key risks involved are understood, 

managed and mitigated effectively. This Analysis Document 

is intended to raise awareness of these risks and prompt 

discussions so that policymakers can develop the 

comprehensively coherent strategy required for a successful 

implementation.  

More importantly, it is hoped this paper will help Somali 

policymakers assess whether the scale of their ambition to 

deliver on the Shilin conversion programme is equally 

matched by the required heavy lifting work to make it 

happen. A considerable degree of realism and a step-change 

in thinking is indeed needed.

Lastly, effective oversight and accountability are the two 

required key pillars if the conversion programme were to 

succeed in achieving its intended outcomes. The programme 

is unlikely to have the confidence and support of key 

stakeholders (the Somali public, the Somali business 

community and/or the international community) if its 

governance structures preclude strong expertise, 

transparency and accountability frameworks and controls.
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Methodology  – 1: The List of the Qutul Daruuri items that formed part of our Household Survey. 

Kiilo Baasto 

Kiilo Bariis 

Kiilo Sokor

Kiilo Shahi

Kiilo Qaxwo 

Hal Liitar Saliid Cadeey 

Hal Liitar Saliid Macsaro  

Hal Kiilo Yaanyo 

Shan Xabo Rooti Ah 

Shan Xabo Muufo Ah 

Kiilo Bur 

Shan Xabo Canjeero Ah 

Kiilo Hilib Geel 

Kiilo Hilib Lo'

Kiilo Hilib Ari

Kiilo Hilib Dooro

Kiilo Malaay 

Kiilo Halwo 

Kiilo Buskut

Shan Xabo Cambo 

Shan Xabo Liimo Isbarmuuto 

Hal Xabo Qaro Weyn ah 

Kiilo Karooto ah 

Kiilo Xawaaji 

Kiilo Kabsar Caleen 

Kiilo Basal ah 

Kiilo Masako 

Kiilo Galeey 

Kiilo Digir Guduud 

Kiilo Digir Cad (Falfaliir)

Dhalo Biyo Moosaxada ah 

Kiilo Baradho 

Kiilo Ansalaato 

Kiilo Shacfaraan 

Kiilo Moos 

Kiilo Dhuxul ah 

Hal Gasac oo Gaas ah (oo 

raashinka lagu kariyo)

Dhalo Faanto 

Dhalo Peepsi Ah 

Dhalo Kooka Koolo 

Hal Gasac oo Caanaha Ilmaha 

Hal Gasac Caano Booro 

Hal Kiilo Cusbo ah 

Baako Sigaar Ah (ayi nuuc)

Baako Tubaako ah 

Shan Xabo oo Ukun Ah 

Xal xabo Jalaato Ah 

Hal Liitar oo Caano Lo'

Hal Liitar Caano Geel 

Hal Xabo Babaay 

Hal Xirmo oo Rumay ah 

Saxan Baasto

Saxan Bariis 

Saxan Muufu iyo Maraq 

Hal Qol Ijaarkiisa 

Lacagta Biyaha 

Lacagta Korontada 

Lacagta Telefishinta Janallada

Lacagta Internetka Guryaha 

Kuraas iyo Miis

Hal Sariir 

Afar Gambar 

Marada Sariirta Lagu 

Goglaayo 

Makiinada Dharka (Cusub)

Finijeerka Cusub 

Televishinka Cusub 

100 Daqiiqo oo Mobilka Lagu 

soo Buuxiyo 

Lacagta Joornaalka (hal 

xabbo)

Lacagta Iskoolka Ilmaha Bishii 

Lacagta Bajaajo Lagu raaco 

Lacagta Lagu Raaco Baska 

(bii'elka)

Lacagta Lagu Raaco Taksiga 

Hal Toosh 

Labo Batari 

Raadiyaha Cusub 

Mobilka Caadiga ah 

Hal Liitar oo Bansiin Ah 

Hal Liitar oo Nafto Ah 

Dhalo Barafuun (dumarka)

Dhalo Barafuun (ragga) 

Gasac Uunsi ah 

Dhalo Catar Ah 

Hal baako Imbashiliin 

Hal Baako oo Aasbariin ah 

Hal Baako Barashtamool 

Hal Xirmo oo Faashad ah 

Hal Sharoobo Qufaca ah 

Ilmaha 

Lacagta Isbitaalka lagu galo 

(Qiyaas ahaan)

Hal Sarwaal Ilmaha 

Hal Shaati Ilmaha 

Hal Dabagaab Ilmaha

Hal Qamiis Ilmaha

Kabaha Dacaska Ilmaha 

Macawiista Ilmaha 

Hal Sarwaal 

Hal Shaati 

Hal Dabagaab 

Hal Qamiis 

Kabaha Dacaska Ragga 

Macawiista 

Cimaamada 

Hal Jalbaab 

Hal Dirac 

Hal Gorongoro 

Hal Shaash 
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Cont.. 

Our Methodology and Rationale for the Household Survey 

As part of our efforts to understand how widely (or not) the Soomaali Shilin was used in different parts of the country as a medium of exchange, we needed to 

survey the purchasing habits of a sample of the population, based on a basket of items (daily necessities – or Qutul Daruuri). Given the extensive use of Mobile 

Money Transfer (MMTs) facilities for daily shopping, it was not possible to access publicly available data on the volumes of daily shopping transfers from which one 

could then be able to draw relevant conclusions. It was clear to us the MMTs were predominantly used to clear USD transactions and this would not be 

informative for the purposes of our survey as we needed to understand the use of both the Shilin and the USD.

Three survey teams – in Mogadishu, Beledweyne and Kismaayo took down the weekly prices of the 105 items listed in pages 15-16. They then interviewed all of the 

sellers and a sample of the buyers, by asking four questions:

Survey Questions for the Sellers / Traders:

• What currencies (USD or Shilin) do they normally accept and why?

• What do they do with the Shilin (i.e. do they convert the Shilin to USD to be able to buy goods from their supply chain / wholesalers?

Survey Questions for the Buyers:

How often (as a proportion of their overall income) do they use the Shilin, compared to the USD?

• Do they receive remittance support from overseas or not?

• What was their main source of income and how much was this?

Based on the responses received, the interviewees were divided into the following categories:

• Timeline: The Household Survey covered a period of six months: from the 1 June 2017 – 30 November 2017. In total, 128 Traders and 657 buyers across 

Mogadishu, Beledweyne and Kismaayo were surveyed. The outcome from the survey was then extrapolated to provide a macro view of the results. The 

interview results were then anonymised to protect confidentiality.

• Price: The prices for the Qutul Daruuri items in appendix  were averaged to cancel out immaterial fluctuations.  

• The intention of the survey was to assess the extent of Shilin and Dollar use respectively by understanding how the goods were priced in relation to the 

commonly used medium of exchange, who buys them and who sells them. This also helped us to understand the potential extent of the inflationary 

pressures in the economy that was due to the use of high value foreign currencies (eg. the USD, lack of low value denominations changes; rounding the 

USD to the nearest $1, etc.).

• Furthermore, it was also important to understand how the Kun Shilin (SOS 1000) was creating a mental debit/credit note system when traders/buyers 

wanted to use lower denominations (or change could not be given). This had potential implications for the sort of note denominations needed to support 

the economy. Moreover, the more buyers had access to the USD, the more likely they were to transact in the Dollar. By understanding this relationship, we 

were able to understand the sort of households that may be impacted by the currency conversion in order that one may then be able to develop targeted 

policy interventions. 

• Figure of mobile money use referenced relate to the World Bank Economic Update (2018). Summary of currency history was sourced from MRI Bankers’ 

Guide to Foreign Currency.
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Cont.. 

Limitations of the methodology and data:  The purpose of this Analysis Paper is to show the steps and risks involved in implementing a conversion programme and 

the empirical data (Qutul Daruuri prices) complements this work, but does not drive the overarching conclusions, including the points made in this Analysis Paper. 

The data used represents a very limited snapshot at a point in time and is not fully representative. The data excludes all other key regions in Somalia that may support 

large economies and where the use of the Shilin (or other currencies) may be widespread. Given the difficulties of access, confidentiality and security, it was necessary, 

for the purposes of this survey, to extrapolate the results, given the nature of the enquiry. A more extensive collection of data could provide more accurate results. The 

extrapolation we have used should therefore be interpreted with this caveat in mind.  This data is also from 2017 and the use of the USD is now (2022) much more 

widespread, including for low-value goods and services. This is largely due to the pull factor of the electronic mobile money system through which almost everything 

is now transacted and which is only open to the USD. 

The interpretation of the different categories of income households are our own and based on our judgement on what we understand from the income needed to 

barely sustain someone. If this survey were extended to other regions with large populations (especially the regions impacted by the draught or other remote areas) or 

cost of living included, the results could be materially different. There are some places in Mogadishu where people cannot even afford one Qutul Daruuri item a week 

(and this picture will be considerably worse in other parts of the country).  Except for some products, the items we surveyed were sometimes subject to discounts or 

significant price hikes, the causes of which were difficult to determine (i.e. whether due to exogenous events, inflationary pressures or simply due to marketing 

initiatives). The prices of the Qutul Daruuri items we listed should be read with this caveat in mind
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